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PULLING SUBDIVISIONS OF CONES AND BLOWUPS OF MONOMIAL
IDEALS ON AFFINE TORIC VARIETIES
HOWARD M THOMPSON
Abstract. This short note solves the following problem: Given a map pi : XΣ → Xσ of
normal toric varieties corresponding to a coherent subdivision Σ of a cone σ, find an ideal
sheaf I on Xσ such that pi is the blowup of I.
1. Introduction
Thompson [7] takes advantage of the following theorem to find identify a well-controlled log
resolution of a monomial space curve.
Theorem 1. (González Pérez & Teissier [3, Theorem 3.1]) Let σ ⊂ NR be strictly convex
rational polyhedral cone, let φ : Sσ → S be a surjective homomorphism of pointed affine
semigroups, let φR : MR → RS be the induced linear map, let ℓ = ker(φR)
⊥ ⊂ NR, let k
be a field, and let Z = Spec (k[S]) ⊂ Xσ. If Σ is any subdivision of σ containing the cone
τ = σ ∩ ℓ and Nτ = Z(N ∩ τ), then
(1) The strict transform of Z by the morphism induced by the subdivision πΣ : XΣ → Xσ is
contained in Xτ , it is isomorphic to Xτ,Nτ and the restriction πΣ|Xτ,Nτ : Xτ,Nτ → Z is
the normalization map.
(2) The morphism πΣ is a partial embedded resolution of Z ⊂ Xσ. (That is, any toric
desingularization of XΣ provides an embedded resolution of Z ⊂ Xσ).
In Section 2 on the following page, we will construct a minimal subdivision as in the theorem
by defining pulling subdivision for cones and present a simple example. In Section 3 on
page 3, we briefly describe how to produce an ideal from a coherent subdivision.
Our general reference on toric varieties is Cox, Little & Schenck [1] and our general reference
on subdivisions is De Loera, Rambau & Santos [2].
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2. Pulling Subdivision
Let σ, τ ⊂ NR be strictly convex rational polyhedral cones such that τ is a subset of σ. We
do not assume τ is a subcone of σ.
Definition 2. The following construction defines the pulling subdivision pullτ σ of τ in σ.
Fix a (rational) hyperplane H not containing the origin such that H ∩ ρ is nonempty for
each ray ρ ∈ σ(1). Let
A = {H ∩ ρ | ρ ∈ σ(1)} and B = {H ∩ ρ | ρ ∈ τ(1)}.
be (necessarily finite) point sets inNR×R, Consider the polytope Conv((A ×{0})∪(B×{1}))
corresponding to the height function ω : A → R that is 1 on B and 0 on A \ B. By
construction, the projection of the upper hull of this polytope onto the first factor is a
coherent subdivision of P = H ∩ σ. This subdivision of H ∩ σ, pullQ P , is (essentially) the
result of pulling Q = H ∩ τ as in Section 2.2 of Haase & Zharkov [5]. Let pullτ σ be the fan
consisting of the cones over the faces of pullQ P .
Note that the height function ω : A → R that is 1 on B and 0 on A \ B extends to a
support function ϕ : | pullτ σ| → R given by rational vectors {uρ}ρ∈pullτ σ ⊂ QM . So, some
multiple of ϕ is a support function that is integral with respect to the lattice N . Let this
multiple be given by the set {mρ}ρ∈pullτ σ. This set is the Cartier data for some Cartier
divisor as in Cox, Little & Schenck [1, Theorem 4.2.8].
Example 3. Let n1 =
[
1 0 0
]T
, let n2 =
[
0 1 0
]T
, let n3 =
[
0 0 1
]T
, let n4 =[
2 1 0
]
T
, let n5 =
[
0 1 2
]
T
, let σ = R≥0n1 + R≥0n2 + R≥0n3 be the positive orthant in
R3, let τ = R≥0n4 + R≥0n5, and pick
[
1 1 1
]
v = 1 for H . Then, A = {n1,n2,n3} and
B =
{
1
3
n4,
1
3
n5
}
.
(n1, 0) (n2, 0)
(n3, 0)
(
1
3
n4, 1
)
(
1
3
n5, 1
)
In the figure, the lower facet Conv(A ×{0}) is green, the upper facets containing Conv(B×
{1}) are blue and red, and the other two (unshaded) facets are vertical. The projections
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of the two vertical facets of the polyhedron to the green facet are not maximal cells of
the subdivision. The projections of the blue and red facets onto the green facets yield the
maximal cells of pullQ P .
According to a Macaulay2 [4] calculation, the 3-dimensional polytope in R4 with vertex set
(A × {0}) ∪ (B × {1}) is given by the halfspaces
w1 +w2 −3w3 ≤ 1
−3w1 +w2 +w3 ≤ 1
−w4 ≤ 0
−3w1 +3w2 −3w3 +4w4 ≤ 3 (1)
3w1 −9w2 +3w3 +4w4 ≤ 3 (2)
The triangle with vertex set
{
n2,
1
3
n4,
1
3
n5
}
is the projection of the red facet supported on the
hyperplane defining the halfspace (1) and the trapezoid with vertex set
{
n1,n3,
1
3
n4,
1
3
n5
}
is the projection of the blue facet supported on the hyperplane defining the halfspace (2).
Thus, the maximal cones of the fan pullτ σ are σ1 = R≥0n2 + R≥0n4 + R≥0n5 and σ2 =
R≥0n1 + R≥0n3 + R≥0n4 + R≥0n5. Note that this fan is not refined by nor a refinement of
the star subdivision along either of the rays of τ . Here the support function ϕ extending the
height function defining pullτ σ is given by uσ1 =
[
3
2
0 3
2
]
and uσ2 =
[
0 3 0
]
. That is,
ϕ : | pullτ σ| → R; v 7→ min{〈u1,v〉, 〈u2,v〉}.
So, 2ϕ is given by mσ1 =
[
3 0 3
]
and mσ2 =
[
0 6 0
]
. Here, pullτ σ is the (inward)
normal fan of the polyhedron Conv((mσ1 + Sσ) ∪ (mσ2 + Sσ)). Let xi = χ
ei where ei is the
ith standard basis element of MR and let I = (x31x
3
3, x
6
2) in k[Sσ] = k[x1, x2, x3]. In this case,
pullτ σ is the fan of the blowup of I.
More generally, if Newt(I) = Conv{m | χm ∈ I} is the Newton polyhedron of a torus
invariant ideal I ⊂ k[Sσ] for some strictly convex rational polyhedral cone σ, then the dual
fan of Newt(I) is the fan of the normalized blowup of I. See Thompson [6].
3. From Coherent Subdivisions to Ideals
Now, if Σ is a fan that is a coherent subdivision of a fan ∆ in NR, then we would like to
find an ideal sheaf I on X∆ such that the map of toric varieties πΣ : XΣ → X∆ induced
by the subdivision is the blowup of I. To achieve this, we want a support function ϕ that
is integral with respect to the lattice N with Cartier data {mσ}σ∈Σ (as in Cox, Little &
Schenck [1, Theorem 4.2.8]) such that whenever τ ∈ ∆ with σ ⊂ τ , mσ ∈ Sτ . Solve the
system of linear inequalities for the subset {mσ}σ∈Σmax . Namely,
(1) 〈mσ1 ,vρ〉 = 〈mσ2 ,vρ〉 whenever vρ is the primitive vector on a ray ρ ⊂ (σ1 ∩ σ2);
(2) 〈mσ1 ,vρ〉 < 〈mσ2 ,vρ〉 whenever vρ is the primitive vector on a ray ρ ⊂ (σ1 \ σ2).
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Choose the torus invariant sheaf I on X∆ such that, for each τ ∈ ∆max,
Γ(Uτ , I) = (χmσ | σ ⊂ τ) ⊂ k[Sτ ]
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